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330a Monday, February 9, 2015Combined with an already established platform using planar glass chips for
semi-automatic formation of solvent-free BLMs an integrated and easy-to-
use system has been set up offering students and researches an easy entry to
high level electrophysiology research.
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Recently, nanopore-based technologies have shown a great promise for devel-
oping single-molecule DNA sequencing. Among these technologies, optical
detection with a parallel nanopore array has been proposed as replace of ionic
current detection which has challenge to improve its throughout. Optical
detection requires to control DNA dynamics near solid-state nanopore. And
currently there is no report about DNA dynamics near a nanopore. In this
presentation, We report measurement of salt dependence of single-molecule
DNA translocation through silicon nanopores by using ultraviolet light.
For this study, we used 15nm thickness porous silicon membrane with
15~25nm diameter, ultraviolet laser diode(l¼375nm) as the excitation light,
10kbp DNA sample stained with DAPI(excitation:l¼360nm,emission:
l¼460nm) and 0.5M,1.0M,2.0M KCl with 10mM Tris-HCl. By applying
voltage across the silicon membrane, DNA samples pass through a light
spot and emit fluorescence immediately after the translocation. As the result
of measurement, we found that DNA translocation time through silicon nano-
pores increased and dwell time in light spot decreased as salt concentration
increased. These time shift are explained that counterions bind to negatively
charged DNA molecules and change their electrophoretic mobility and
conformation. Additionally, we demonstrated similar experiment with NaCl
and LiCl. For this experiment, we obtained a great deal of understanding
which counterions affect DNA sample. Result of these salt conditions is
accordance with previous studies by using ion current detection. Further
analytical results will give an absolute proof at the presentation to investigate
DNA dynamics.
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We introduce a nanoscale experimental platform that enables kinetic and equi-
librium measurements of a wide range of molecular interactions by expanding
the functionality of gel electrophoresis. Programmable, self-assembled DNA
nanoswitches serve both as templates for positioning molecules, and as sensi-
tive, quantitative reporters of molecular association and dissociation. We
demonstrate this low cost, versatile, ‘‘lab-on-a-molecule’’ system by character-
izing 10 different interactions, including a complex 4-body interaction with 5
discernable states.
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Zero-mode waveguides are metal nanostructures that define zeptoliter
illumination volumes for low-background imaging of diffusing fluorescent
molecules. Despite their numerous advantages for DNA sequencing and other
applications, diffusion-based loading is slow and limited by Poisson statis-
tics. This inherently limits the fractional efficiency of zero-mode waveguide
devices, and further presents a limit on the minimum input requirements for
practical observations. Solid-state nanopores, on the other hand, are sensitive
biomolecular detectors which focus and position individual charged biomol-
ecules with nanometer precision. Here we demonstrate zero-mode wave-
guides fabricated atop ultrathin freestanding solid-state membranes, such
that each waveguide has a sub-5 nm solid-state nanopore at its base.
Applying voltage across the device allows us to actively load and position
a molecule in the excitation volume of each zero-mode waveguide. Using
synchronous optical and electrical recordings, we demonstrate the reversible,
voltage-driven positioning and ejection of individual DNA-protein com-plexes. Finally, we show that voltage-enhanced loading of DNA into the
waveguides is at least three-orders of magnitude more efficient than diffusion
loading. When combined with SMRT-sequencing platforms, this enhance-
ment can pave the way for probing epigenetics in non-amplified mammalian
DNA fragments.
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Microalgae are essential in health and the environment as they contribute
approximately 50% of the atmospheric oxygen. These abundant microbes
also have numerous applications from nutrition and pharmaceuticals to
CO2 sequestration and renewable energy. Here, we develop a computational
modeling approach from an in-house algorithm, Particle-Surface Tribology
Analysis Code, and couple this with soft lithography to understand micro-
algal flow dynamics. By understanding microalgal flow dynamics, more
efficient techniques could be developed for processing microalgae. Ulti-
mately our goal is to optimize health and environmental contributions of
microalgae.
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Graphene is an exceptional membrane material, and various approaches for
next-generation DNA sequencing are based on readout of either transverse
DNA base-gated current or through-pore ion current through a nanopore in a
graphene membrane. Further, due to its atomic thickness (~0.34 nm) and supe-
rior mechanical properties, graphene is an excellent candidate as a commercial
material for device fabrication. Recently, several groundbreaking studies of
graphene-based nanopores for DNA analysis have been reported by the Drndic,
Golovchenko, and Dekker groups. In all of these approaches, physical transfer
of the graphene material was required from its production source onto an aper-
ture support. The transfer process is slow, serial, and often leads to deleterious
tears and cracks in the graphene membrane. In this work, we report a novel
scalable approach for site-directed fabrication of pinhole-free graphene nano-
membrane arrays. Our approach yields high quality few-layer graphene
nano-membranes produced in less than a day using a few steps that do not
involve transfer. We highlight the functionality of these graphene devices by
measuring DNA translocation through electron-beam fabricated nanopores in
such membranes.
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Intracellular RNA molecules adopt a wide variety of 3D structures, many of
which have been studied using high-resolution structural techniques such as
X-ray crystallography and NMR. However, while canonical structural features
for a class of RNA molecules are assumed based on such studies, structural
variations within a class are extremely difficult to detect, as only a limited
set of structures are available. For example, the number of unique transfer-
RNA (tRNA) molecules in eukaryotes can be ~100, not including variant prod-
ucts of post-transcriptional modification. It has been hypothesized that tRNA
accommodation in the ribosome during translation is modulated by tRNA stiff-
ness, which in turn affects the translation kinetics. Despite this, no experimental
studies that probe tRNA stiffness are available. In this work, we electrophoret-
ically drive individual tRNA molecules through ~3nm diameter pores in order
to study their deformation kinetics during translocation. Surprisingly, we find
that all six tRNAs studied here exhibit unique translocation kinetics, which
we believe correspond to variations in their mechanical properties. Implemen-
tation of machine learning algorithms reveal a multidimensional set of
parameters that can be used to ascertain the identity of a tRNA from a single
ionic current pulse with 70-90% accuracy. Our results pave the way for a
deeper understanding of RNA tertiary structure and its dependence on post-
transcriptional modifications.
